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Welcome to the TV Revolution

The digital revolution has reached Broadcast

TV operators now have the opportunity to generate 
Smart strategies to manage and monetize data. These 
strategies also allow you to establish a closer 
relationship with audience by offering them more 
relevant, immersive and less disruptive content –
advertising or editorial.

HbbTV solution

The solution for digital and targeted advertising on 
linear TV.

OTT solution

The solution to offer your users the best personalized 
experience.



Insights: Know your
Audience

Visual tools to help you
figure out what exactly
your audience cares 
about

Toolkit: Activate your
audience

Activate your audience
by providing a first-class
user experience.

Adserver: Monetize

Earn new revenue from
broadcasting

SmartTV
Measurement. 
Measure audiences

Perform trend analysis
of your audience in real 
time

Konodrac provides all the high-tech digital tools
broadcasters need to segment, address, monetize
and monitor audience with maximum accuracy
HbbTV Solutions: Connected TV is now smarter, Audience becomes Actionable

A set of flexible solutions for the highest performance of digital advertising for CTV and linear TV

Example: targeted advertising



HbbTV Solution
Insights
Knowing the users, the key to success

Discover the behavior of all your connected TV users to 
improve your business.

Interests of users

Discover the behavior and interests of users, essential to 
generate targets.

Optimize registration

Make the most of anonymous browsing to optimize 
the registration and subscription of CTV users to your 
other digital services (cross selling).

Extend your digital inventory

Create your new CTV digital inventory and 
monetize it. Be part of the digital advertising value 
chain by offering new CTV inventory to advertiser 
platforms.

User Segmentation

Learn from your user segments: according to their 
type of consumption and behavior pattern and 
personalize their user experience.



HbbTV Solution
Adserver TV
Digital advertising, to whom you want and when you want.

Connected TV enables the insertion of digital advertising on linear TV, 
providing new business opportunities, and therefore, new sources of 
income.

A new business model based on CPM (impressions) without affecting 
the audio and video content of the linear broadcast.

Advertising campaigns

Incorporate digital campaigns in linear TV taking 
advantage of Connected TV. Take control of your 
campaigns by adjusting aspects such as frequency 
and user segmentation.

Fully automated Insertion

Advertising is triggered automatically at the 
optimal time.





HbbTV Solution
Adserver TV

Authoring tools

Graphic design of campaigns is a piece of cake thanks 
to the multiple options of our authoring tools.

Monetize

Increase the number of  ad impressions on the 
target audience.

Digital advertising, to whom you want and when you want.

Connected TV enables the insertion of digital advertising on linear TV, 
providing new business opportunities, and therefore, new sources of 
income.

A new business model based on CPM (impressions) without affecting 
the audio and video content of the linear broadcast.





Control

Take control of your ad insertion triggers.

Synchronization

Playout synchronization with support for VDCP 
and SCTE-35 protocols, among others.

Universal

Our technology is compatible with all 
manufacturers and HbbTV versions.

Coverage

Maximize coverage by reaching up to 95% of all 
SmartTV brands of the market.

Our TOOLKIT SERVICE provides all the technical tools 
necessary to manage the entire digital advertising process.

HbbTV Solution
HbbTV Toolkit

Call to Action

Reach your users through SMS and QR. Create 
synergies between linear TV and Ott cross-
platforms.



Real-time

A set of visual tools to easily monitor your SmartTV users, 
enabling you to act quickly to make adjustments to the 
campaign targets.

Quantify and compare

Quantify users by programs, genres, time slots…

Improve the value of your advertising product

Increase and improve the accuracy of the 
measurement of advertising value.

Incredible metric accuracy

Measure accurately and in more detail the total 
number of users, their interests and their 
historical evolution.

A solution to accurately measure audience interests in 
order to more precisely refine the target audience for 
advertising products.

HbbTV Solution
Measurement



Measure your audience

Visual tools to help you figure out what exactly
your audience cares about.

Your business under control

Focus on the key performance indicators (KPIs) for
your business growth.

Recommend content your audience really
wants to watch

Activate your audience by providing a first-class
user experience.

Konodrac provides all the high-tech digital tools
broadcasters need to segment, address, monetize
and monitor audience with maximum accuracy

Example: 360º user activation

OTT Solutions: Focusing on 360º cross-platform user analytics, activation and monetization

The most complete AI-powered solution for data management, analytics, and user activation for OTT 
platforms



Discover

Discover the behavior and interests of 100% of 
the cross-platform.

Life cycle

Make the most of anonymous browsing to optimize 
the registration and subscription of cross-platform 
users to your digital services.

User Segmentation

Learn from your user segments according to their 
type of consumption and behavior pattern, and 
personalize their user experience by offering them 
preferred experiences and encouraging their 
participation with your OTT and Live Streaming offer.

Insights OTT 360

Know better your audience in order to improve your digital 
services: Web services, mobile and tablets apps, and CTV.

OTT Solution
Insight



OTT Solution
Recommendations
OTT 360 Recommendations 

Unified content recommendation engine for all touchpoints 
with your users.

Algorithms

The latest AI technology for your business.

Anonymous and registered users

Content Recommendations for anonymous and 
registered users.

Self-Learning

We use a combination of multiple evaluation 
metrics in order to ensure the relevance and 
effectiveness of our recommendation system 
through self-learning algorithms.

Multimodal 360

Monitor your audience through the different digital 
channels, and provide them with the most 
appropriate content at all times.



360 data acquisition

We provide a SDK for real-time data acquisition for your 
digital channels and social networks , which includes a 
complete set of pluggings and predefined connectors 
with the main online video platforms (OVP).

KPI Generation

Automatic generation of business indicators to 
give you full control of your business in real time.

Control

We design bespoke dashboards and reports to meet 
all the needs of the members of your organization, 
each with the appropriate information at the right 
time.

Raw storage

Get direct access to your data in RAW format to 
gain insights into your audience with maximum 
granularity.

Take your business to the next level by harnessing the power 
of the Konograma cloud® along with the expertise of our 
team of data scientists.

OTT Solution
Datalake service OTT 360

API secure access

Integration with your information systems for 
data-driven decision making.



Linking SmartTV - Mobile

• Sending SMS or WhatsApp

• Data of the clicks of the links introduced in the SMS

• Generation of QR codes that lead to the advertiser’s 
microsite

Extra Services

Analytic Services

• Generation of metrics on demand

• Custom Dashboards design

• Report generation

GDPR Compliance Services

• GDPR compliance with legal text for each 
hybrid Ads HbbTV campaign

• Certified Auditor in information and security 
Systems (CISA_CISM by ISACA)

• Collaboration with the client’s legal 
department



Interactive self-promotion

Addressable TV use cases

Interaction with viewer Targeted and actionable Advertising
Example animations 
and audio effect

TENEMOS LA MEJOR PÓLIZA PARA TI
AHORRA HASTA 400€ 

EN TU SEGURO DE SALUD
Pulsa el botón 
rojo para MÁS 

INFO



Clients
The clients have trusted us

Television channels, platforms and other clients who trust Konodrac for the growth and transformation of their business.



SmartTV Coverage in Spain

+ 11.000
of Connected TV

+ 54%
of  households

We cover 100% of the Connected TV in Spain

We collect Data from 100% of Connected TVs in Spain, with GDPR 
regulations and User Consents. As of September 2021, there are more 
than 11.000.000 devices that represent 54% of households in Spain.



Certifications and Awards

IAB Europe Transparency

Konodrac is a registered seller in IAB Europe 
Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF) of 
our technology services for digital advertising.

ISO 20252 Certification

Study of TV user preferences (User Tracker), to 
analyze their interests and behaviors (Data 
Management Platform) and interactive 
advertising measurements HbbTV (AdServer 
HbbTV) using proprietary technology.

Award TM Broadcast 2021

Konodrac is the winner of the first award in the 
category for the best innovation project 
together with Discovery.
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